
The Lion In The Moon Two Against The
Sahara: A Tale of Courage, Survival, and
Boundless Love

In the heart of the vast and unforgiving Sahara Desert, where the scorching sun
turns the sand into an endless sea of heat, two unlikely heroes find themselves
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bound together by fate. This extraordinary story, known as "The Lion In The Moon
Two Against The Sahara," captures the essence of undying love, immense
courage, and the relentless pursuit of survival.

The Unbreakable Bond

Our story begins with Ali and Zahra, two nomads living amidst the breathtaking
beauty of the Sahara. The life of a nomad is not for the faint-hearted, as they
traverse the harsh terrains in search of basic necessities. But Ali and Zahra had
each other, a bond so strong that it could withstand even the harshest of storms.
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As they journeyed through the desert, their hearts filled with unending love for
one another, a lion crossed their path. It was a majestic creature, its golden mane
shimmering under the moon's gentle glow. The lion, a symbol of strength and
courage, soon became a spiritual presence in their lives, guiding them through
their most challenging moments.
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A Battle for Survival

Soon, however, their peaceful existence was shattered when an ancient desert
tribe known as the Saharan Shadows attacked their camp. Ali and Zahra found
themselves in a fight for their lives, facing warriors with unmatched strength and
stealth. Surrounded and outnumbered, they clung onto each other, fighting with
every ounce of strength they possessed.

Miraculously, Ali managed to tame the lion they had encountered before,
cautiously riding atop its back into battle. The lion roared, striking fear into the
hearts of the Saharan Shadows. The strength of this unlikely alliance led them to
victory, sending the tribe fleeing into the desert night. It was a triumph of love,
courage, and unwavering resilience.

The Enduring Love

With the battle won, Ali and Zahra continued their nomadic journey across the
vast Sahara. Bound together by the memories of their victory, they embarked on
a quest to spread hope and love throughout the desert. The lion, forever present
in their hearts, served as a reminder of their unwavering bond and the strength
that resided within them.

As they traveled, they encountered various hardships - sandstorms that
threatened to consume them, treacherous cliffs that tested their resolve, and
thirst that seemed unquenchable. Yet, through it all, Ali and Zahra remained
inseparable. Their love was like the moon, casting a comforting glow over their
souls as they faced the challenges of the Sahara.

The Legend Lives On

The tale of "The Lion In The Moon Two Against The Sahara" lives on as a
testament to the indomitable spirit of love and the strength that resides in the



unlikeliest of places. It teaches us that even in the harshest of environments, love
and courage have the power to conquer all. Ali, Zahra, and their lion companion
remind us that no matter how difficult the journey, as long as there is love in our
hearts, we too can face the desert of life head-on and emerge victorious.

So, let the story of "The Lion In The Moon Two Against The Sahara" be etched
into your heart, reminding you that love and courage are the guiding stars in the
darkest of nights. Let it inspire you to embrace the challenges that come your way
and triumph over adversity. The Sahara may be vast and unforgiving, but
together, with unwavering love, even the moon cannot resist shining its light upon
us.
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Babs and Steve met on a blind date in Dallas, Texas.

Within weeks they were crossing the Saharan Desert in a Mercedes UNIMOG on
a 3500-mile journey from Tunis to Togo through seas of powdery-white sand,
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blinding sandstorms and moon-like vistas of naked lava, their compass pegged
on due south.

Deep in the Sahara, they joined Moulay for communal couscous on the rug of his
dusty oasis home. In Niger a Fulani nomad took them to his mud hut for sweet
tea and offals. In Burkina Faso the police detained them for running security
roadblocks and in Togo an angry border guard accused them of shooting John F.
Kennedy. They visited a voodoo witchdoctor who shared his secrets of a happy
marriage and in an rural village watched as the Africans chased a fierce lion from
a full moon.

Without GPS or cell phones, by compass and instinct, Babs and Stephen in their
steel-shelled tortoise crossed the skull of Africa in a two-month odyssey over the
greatest, harshest unforgiving desert in the world and through the grueling live-
and-death poverty of five countries.

Written in two voices, 'hers' and 'his,' "The Lion In The Moon" is the once-in-a-
lifetime adventure of a Santa Fe adventurer who meets a Dallas socialite and
how they survived the desert and each other.
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